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Abstract — Close monitoring and timely treatment are extremely crucial in Neuro Intensive/Critical Care Units (NICUs) to prevent patients from secondary brain damages. However, the current clinical practice is labor-intensive, prone to human errors and ineffective. To address this, we developed an integrated and intelligent system, namely iSyNCC, to enhance the effectiveness of patient monitoring and clinical decision makings in NICUs. The requirements of the system were investigated through interviews and discussions with neurosurgeons, neuroclinicians and nurses. Based on the summarized requirements, a modular 2-tier system is developed. iSyNCC integrates and stores crucial patient information ranging from demographic details, clinical & treatment records to continuous physiological monitoring data. iSyNCC enables remote and centralized patient monitoring and provides computational intelligence to facilitate clinical decision makings.

I. INTRODUCTION

Patients in Neuro Intensive/Critical Care Units (NICUs) often suffer from certain levels of brain damage. The major challenge in patient monitoring and treatment in NICUs is that the primary brain damage is often compounded by secondary damages that occur during the patient’s stay in NICUs [1]. The secondary brain damage, formally known as “the secondary insult”, can be caused by intracranial hypertension or insufficient oxygen and nutrition supply to the brain. Many studies [2-4] have demonstrated that secondary insults have significant effects on the mortality and recovery rates of patients. Secondary insults can potentially be reduced and prevented with the help of continuous patient monitoring and timely treatments [5], [6].

In the current NICU practice, patient monitoring & treatment mainly rely on manual inspections and experience-based judgments from clinicians and nurses. The current approach is labor-intensive, prone to human errors and ineffective. Moreover, it introduces huge amount of pressure on clinicians and nurses. To address this, we developed an integrated and intelligent system to enhance the effectiveness of patient monitoring and clinical decision makings in NICUs. The system is named as iSyNCC --- an intelligent System for Neuro-Critical-Care.

iSyNCC provides an integrated platform that gathers a wide spectrum of patient information, which includes demographic data, clinical records, continuous treatment records and multi-modal physiological monitoring data. Based on the integrated data, iSyNCC analyzes and forecasts patients’ changing physiological status and generates alerts for impending changes of the status. In addition, iSyNCC also predicts patients’ recovery outcome, which serves as a reference for clinical decision makings.

II. SYSTEM REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS

After interviews and discussions with neurosurgeons, neuroclinicians and nurses in NICU, the key requirements for our intelligent system are summarized as follows.

• Data Acquisition. In NICU, multiple physiological readings of patients are continuously measured with various monitoring devices. A data acquisition unit is required to collect the physiological reading from all monitoring devices.

• Data Storage. A database is required to store various patient information, which includes demographic details, clinical data, physiological monitoring data and records of continuous treatment that patients have received during their stay in NICU. Since patients’ data come from multiple sources, collected data must be integrated and synchronized.

• Data Transmission. A data transmission network must be employed to transfer collected monitoring data to the database server. The transmission network must ensure collected data is transmitted reliably without any loss or distortion. The transmission network should also avoid any interference with other transmission network in NICU.

• User Interface. User interface of the system should allow clinicians and nurses to interact with the system and perform the following actions: 1) real-time observation of patient monitoring data, 2) review of historical monitoring data, 3) record treatment details and clinical events, and, most importantly, 4) visualize data-driven analytic & predictive results generated by the intelligent system.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION

A. Overview of System Architecture

Figure 1 graphically illustrates the architecture of iSyNCC, the proposed system. iSyNCC follows the front-
end back-end 2 tier structure. The front-end of the system consists of the “Data Acquisition” module, which ensures continuous data collections and transmission, and the “User Interface” module, which allows clinicians and nurses to interact with the system. The back-end of the system is then composed with the “Database” module, for data integration and storage, and the “Computational Intelligence” module to perform data-driven analytic tasks to enhance patient monitoring and clinical decision makings. The front-end and back-end modules communicate through a local wireless network. The system is not directly connected to the internet, due to privacy and data security concerns.

iSyNCC is designed to be modular-based. This gives us the flexibilities to update, enhance, modify or change the modules of the system. This also allows the system to be scaled up and down easily by adding/removing modules.

C. User Interface

The “User Interface” module communicates with the back-end database server through the local wireless network. The user interface module sends various requests and input data to the back-end database server and receives monitoring data and analytic results from the back-end server. The user interface module is to be deployed in hand-held devices of clinicians and nurses. This enables remote and centralized patient monitoring, which greatly improves the labor efficiency in NICUs. Moreover, the user interface module also allows clinicians and nurses to review historical monitoring data, to record significant medical events and to visualize analytic and decision support results generated by the system.

Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the system under the “real-time” view. In the real-time view, the main GUI window is split into 5 Data Visualization Panels. These panels allow clinicians and nurses to monitor 5 different physiological readings at the same time. Moreover, forecasted reading values are also displayed in the main visualization panel. This allows clinicians to observe the development trends of patients’ physiological readings and get prepared if any dramatic changes are predicted. Besides the real-time view, users can switch to the “event” view and the “history” view. In the “event” view, users can review and edit the details of recorded events. All the recorded events coupled with their time stamp will be sent to the back-end database server for storage. In the “history” view, users can review and analyze the historical monitoring data of patients.

D. Transmission Network

A local wireless transmission network is proposed to support communication between the front-end and back-end modules of the proposed system. Wireless network is chosen to avoid laying of long data cables, which is time-consuming and cost ineffective, and to enable remote and centralized patient monitoring.

In our NICU setting, a wireless network following standard IEEE 802.11g with 2.4GHz transmission frequency has previously been deployed for other purpose. To avoid interference with the current network, our wireless network follows IEEE802.11n standard and transmits in 5GHz frequency.
frequency. After analyzing the layout of the NICU, three WLAN access points are to be deployed to provide full network coverage and ensure lossless data transmission. For the access points, Linksys router WRT610N is used; and for the mobile nodes on data acquisition and user interface devices, Linksys WUSB600N Wireless USB Adapter is used.

E. Database

As shown in Figure 1, the back-end “Database” module is the centralized node of iSyNCC. Through the wireless transmission network, the database server receives continuous monitoring data from the data acquisition module and event data from the user interface module. The database server also collect patients’ demographic data and clinical & treatment records from hospital’s existing database. The database server integrates various types of patient data and stores it into a relational database. In particular, the database is implemented using Microsoft SQL server 2008. The integrated data is then feed to the computational intelligence module to support data-driven analytic tasks. The analytic results from the computational intelligence module will also be stored in the database server. Upon request, both collected data and analytic results will be transmitted, through the wireless network, to the user interface module for visualization and inspection.

The database server stores multiple types of patient data from various data sources. All the collected data are integrated with respect to the patients’ Admission ID. Note that, instead of Personal ID, Admission ID is used as the primary key to link up various data. This is because one patient may be admitted to the NICU for more than once and for different reasons. Only the Admission ID can uniquely identify one particular NICU stay of one patient.

The various types of collected patient data can be classified into three categories [7]: 1) one-time data, e.g. demographic information and clinical records; 2) continuous periodic data, e.g. continuously recorded physiological monitoring data and forecasting data; and 3) continuous episodic data --- data that is continuously updated but on irregular basis, e.g. clinical treatment records, generated alters, diagnostic information. For, the continuous periodic and episodic data, time information is crucial, for, without the underlying time information, the data is meaningless. Therefore, the continuous periodic and episodic data are all coupled and synchronized with time stamps.

F. Computational Intelligence

The “Computational Intelligence” module serves as the “brain” of the whole system. The computational intelligence module gathers patients’ data from the database server. Data mining and signal processing techniques are employed to perform various data-driven predictive and analytic tasks. The computed predictive and analytic results are then used to generate alters for impending changes of patient status, to assist treatment response understanding and to guide clinical decision makings. The computational intelligence module is also implemented in a modular manner. As shown in Figure 3, the computational intelligence module can be broken down into multiple sub-modules, and the major ones are “Artifact Removal”, “Short-term Monitoring Data Forecasting” and “Recovery Outcome Prediction” modules.

Artifact Removal

Since the continuous physiological monitoring data is collected in a real NICU environment, as shown in Figure 4, artifacts in collected data is inevitable. According to our study, up to 24% of collected data can be corrupted by artifacts. The artifacts significantly change the characteristics of the underlying data, which makes accurate data modeling and effective data analysis impossible. Therefore, the objective of the “Artifact Removal” module is to first accurately detect artifacts in collected monitoring data and then replace the artifact data points with appropriate imputation values. To address this objective, we have proposed an effective and robust method in [8].

Short-term Monitoring Data Forecasting

The forecasting of monitoring data is to predict the upcoming physiological readings for a short period of time (15 mins ~ 1 hour). Short-term monitoring data forecasting is one of the most crucial computational intelligence modules in the system.

As shown in Figure 3, based on the forecasting results, the system will generate automatic alerts for significant changes of patients’ physiological status. Take intracranial pressure (ICP) monitoring as an example. In NICU, ICP levels of patients are to be maintained below 20mmHg, and elevations of ICP levels require immediate treatments to avoid secondary insults to patients. Based on the forecasting results, automatic alerts will be generated, if ICP level of the patient is predicted to stay above 20mmHg for a
considerable long period of time (e.g. > 5 mins), or if a significant rising trend is observed in the forecasted ICP.

In addition, short-term forecasting of monitoring data can also be used to assist clinicians to understand patients’ response to given treatments. Take ICP as an example again. Treatments will be given to maintain patients’ ICP levels below 20mmHg. However, different patients respond differently to different treatments. Deciding the optimum treatment for a patient is challenging without full knowledge of patient’s response to treatments. Short-term forecasting of ICP can address this problem. The short-term ICP is forecasted based on the assumption that no external events, e.g. clinical treatments, will happen. Therefore, if, after a particular treatment, the patient’s ICP drops considerably lower than the forecasted value, this evidently suggests that the treatment is effective for the patient, and vice versa.

A neural network based predictive model is proposed in [9] to forecast the short-term mean values of monitoring data. Moreover, since the system is modular, other forecasting methods, such as [10], can be easily deployed to enhance the forecasting performance.

**Recovery Outcome Prediction**

When patients are discharged from NICU, the recovery outcome of patients are assessed based on the Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS) [11]. The objective of the “Recovery Outcome Prediction” module is to estimate patients’ recovery outcomes based on the integration information from both their clinical records and continuous physiological monitoring data.

The recovery outcome prediction module is another crucial computational intelligence module of the system. Patient outcome prediction results can serve as references to support clinical decisions. When a patient’s status gets worse, neurosurgeons and neuroclinicians have to make a difficult decision on whether they should recommend the patient for surgery. Surgery may tentatively save the patient’s life, but it involves high risk and does not guarantee long-term recovery. Moreover, surgery introduces heavy financial costs to the patient’s family, the hospital and the society. In this situation, prediction of the patient’s recovery outcome can help neurosurgeons and neuroclinicians to assess whether it is worth to take the risk in employing more aggressive treatment options, such as surgeries. When the patient’s outcome prediction indicates that it is unlike for the patient to survive or to recover beyond disability, passive treatment options may be suggested to avoid unnecessary suffering and financial costs to both the patient and the family.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

This paper has proposed an integrated and intelligent system, iSyNCC, to enhance the effectiveness of patient monitoring and clinical decision makings in NICUs. The requirements of the system were investigated through interviews and discussions with neurosurgeons, neuroclinicians and nurses. Based on the summarized requirements, iSyNCC is designed to be a modular system. iSyNCC further follows a front-end back-end 2-tier structure. iSyNCC integrates and stores patient information, which includes demographic data, clinical records, treatment records and multi-modal physiological monitoring data. iSyNCC also enables remote & centralized patient monitoring in NICUs. Moreover, data-driven predictive and analytic results from iSyNCC can be used to generate alerts for impending changes of patients’ physiological status and to facilitate clinical decision makings. In short, with the help of iSyNCC, the efficiency of patient monitoring and treatment in NICUs can be greatly improved.

iSyNCC has been fully implemented and is currently being tested in a simulated environment of Neuro-Critical Care. In the next step, after iSyNCC has been fully integrated and tested under simulated environment, it will then be deployed to NICUs and tested under real critical care environment.
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